Addison Electric is proud to be able to present to you all of the following products and services.

A.C. & D.C. MOTORS
IN STOCK
A.C. UP TO 400 H.P.
D.C. UP TO 600 H.P.
LARGER AVAILABLE
FROM:
- U.S. MOTORS
- BROOK CROMPTON
- ABB
- BALDOR
- G.E.
- LEESON
- WEG
- LINCOLN
- STERLING
- RELIANCE
- MARATHON
- FASCO
- AO SMITH
- TOSHIBA

A.C. & D.C. DRIVES
ALL DRIVES IN STOCK
D.C. DRIVES - ANALOG & DIGITAL
A.C. DRIVES - BASIC FREQUENCY, SOFT START, & VECTOR
FROM:
- CONTROL TECHNIQUES
- ABB
- LENZE / AC TECH
- YASKAWA
- BARDAK
- BALDOR
- HITACHI
- FINECOR
- DART
- BENSHEA
- MOTORTRONICS

SERVICE SYSTEMS
FOR MORE PRECISE CONTROL
FROM:
- CONTROL TECHNIQUES
- EMERSON
- LENZE
- PACIFIC SCIENTIFIC
- ADVANCED DIGITAL

TENSION & BRAKE CONTROLS
TENSION CONTROLLERS, TENSION DEVICES, BRAKES, & CLUTCHES
FROM:
- CLEVELAND MACHINE
- MAGPOWER
- WARNER
- CAROTRON
- HORTON
- GOIZPER

GEAR PRODUCTS
WORM, HELICAL BEVEL, CYCLOIDAL, IN-LINE, RIGHT ANGLE, & STAINLESS
FROM:
- SEW - EURODRIVE
- MOTOVARIO
- STERLING
- LENZE
- SUMITOMO
- LEESON
- BALDOR
- BROTHER
- GROVE

POWER PRODUCTS
FUSES, TRANSFORMERS, LINE REACTORS, BREAKERS, & DISCONNECTS
FROM:
- ABB
- FERRAZ
- OLSUN
- MICRON
- MTE
- REX
- MELTRIC

FEEDBACK DEVICES
ENCODERS, TACHOMETERS, METERS (ANALOG & DIGITAL), & COUNTERS
FROM:
- AVTRON
- DYNAPAR
- RADIO-ENERGIE
- LAKESHORE
- HUBNER
- BEI
- DURANT
- RED LION
- FSI

ELECTRICAL SERVICES
CUSTOM AUTOMATED SYSTEMS
ON-SITE TROUBLESHOOTING
DRIVE REPAIR
PLC PROGRAMMING (ALL PLC BRANDS)
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE & MUCH, MUCH MORE

CONTROL PRODUCTS
ENCLOSURES, PUSHBUTTONS, AIR CONDITIONERS, RELAYS, CONTACTORS, TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS SOLID STATE RELAYS, TERMINALS, & SENSORS
FROM:
- ABB
- EUROTERM
- C3 CONTROLS
- CARLO GAVAZZI
- PFANNENBERG
- SAGINAW
- HOFFMAN
- HAMMOND
- ENTRELEC

U.S. MOTORS PARTS WAREHOUSE
EXCLUSIVE SUPPLIER OF ALL D.C. U.S. MOTORS PARTS
ARMATURES, FIELDS, INTERPOLES, COMMUTATORS, BRUSH HOLDERS, EDBELLS, & MORE

ADDISON ELECTRIC
MOTORS & CONTROLS AUTOMATION GROUP
24 HOUR SALES & SERVICE
800-757-USEM (8736) OR 630-628-8080
FAX: 630-628-8097
WWW.ADDISONELECTRIC.COM